Abstract. In this paper, the training of BP neural network and optimization of genetic algorithm are based on MATLAB. The metro fire risk assessment model was established by MATLAB toolbox, training results of BP neural networks and optimized BP neural networks were obtained. By comparing the results of BP neural networks and genetic algorithms optimized neural network, it summed up genetic algorithms optimized neural network can get the training target more quickly. It is 48.98% faster than the BP neural network. It shows the genetic algorithm can improve the training speed effective.
Introduction
As subway becomes increasingly important in current society, the subway fire accident, which is the most frequent accident type in subway accidents, should receive special attention. After a comparative analysis on the characteristics of previous evaluation method for subway fire risk, the conventional evaluation method is thought to fail to guarantee accurate result of evaluation, so the paper chooses to innovatively apply the artificial neural network (ANN), which has been extensively used in a great many domains. The new evaluation method for subway fire risk is formed by combining ANN and safety evaluation method.
Evaluation can effectively prevent and control fire, decrease losses of person and property. Based on conventional evaluation methods of subway fire risk, the paper introduces ANN technology which has been widely applied in many domains to transform the conventional evaluation procedure [1] .
Rationale of Genetic Neural Network (NN)

Research Meaning
The paper will optimize the existing risk evaluation method using NN training method [2] . ANN, a hotspot in current research, is derived from simulation on biosome and is productive in application to medical, chemical and economical domains. However, BP NN has some inherent defects, as the BP network model training process is conducted via gradient descent method, and it is highly possible that a certain value is approached to in local minima in the training process. Besides, the initial weight value and threshold are given by network randomly.
Establish Comprehensive Indices System of Subway Fire Risk Evaluation
In this paper, the risk assessment of subway fire was carried out by neural network, firstly, the subway fire accident was analyzed, the Fire Risk Evaluation Index system and the evaluation set were set up. By means of expert scoring method, the index weights and scoring values of many experts were obtained, and the score values corresponded with the corresponding evaluation sets. The weights of each expert's risk evaluation index were used as input signals of neural network, and the evaluation set was as output signal to trained neural network. However, because BP feedback neural network had the problem of falling into the local minimum and low learning rate, the genetic algorithm was chosen to process it, and the BP neural network was optimized by genetic algorithm. By selecting one group of experts as the test sample to exam the training results which was to verify whether the neural network was feasible, and using examples to have a test [3] .
Through event tree analysis on the subway fire events in countries all over the world in the past, the subway fire can be roughly divided into: Fire caused by human factors, by locomotive factors, and by electrical equipment factors. Based on an analysis on danger source of subway fire and starting from accident causation theory and system safety analysis, the paper draws the mature and scientific elements from previous findings and fully considers special features of subway such as underground property, fully investigates the subway management companies to establish a systematic, scientific and strongly operable indices system of subway fire safety evaluation from four aspects of personnel, equipment, management and environment, which four serve as primary indices. Then the weight of indices and evaluation set are figured out through expert evaluation method and method of statistical survey [4] . The secondary evaluating indices under human factors are as shown in table 1. The fire fare awareness of the operator A2
Subway staff fire skills A3
Passenger and subway staff self-help level A4
The secondary evaluating indices under equipment factors are as shown in table 2. The security management over subway fire is mainly about system building, formulation of contingency plan, and education and training [5] , so the secondary fire risk evaluation indices under management factors are as shown in table 4. Popularize the knowledge of subway fire to the public D6
After summarizing and analyzing the causes of subway fire, the paper sums up the comprehensive indices system of subway fire risk rating containing main influencing factors in four main classes of personnel, equipment, management and environment and 21 subclasses for the risk evaluation indices of subway fire.
Optimization Process
The optimization of NN is mainly through two ways: the first is to optimize and adjust the parameters produced between NN layers. The second is to optimize number of network structure. So the optimization research herein mainly targets weight value and threshold of NN [6] .Optimization steps are as follows:
A proper fitness function is selected to calculate each individual. Generally the individual can be selected according to probability, with formula as shown below:
where N represents scale of population, fi is value of fitness function at the ith position. The fitness value can be expressed by reciprocal of error, i.e.:
The two chromosomes are crossed with probability of Pc to get two new individuals. The individual ak at the kth position and the individual al at the lth position are selected to make cross operation at the jth position to get following contingency plan:
where, b is random numbers between [0, 1] Express the jth gene of the ith chromosome with aij and mutate it, with concrete operation as follows:
where, amax is upper limit of gene aij; amin is lower limit of gene aij; ( )
r is a random number; g is current iteration times; Gmax is the largest evolution times; r is random numbers between [0,1]
The optimized weight value and threshold are brought into NN for training and whether to continue iteration is determined through error requirements. If the error requirements are met, the result is output [7] .
Genetic NN-Based Prediction Example
Realization of BP Algorithm
By establishing comprehensive indices system of subway fire risk evaluation and defining evaluation set, a NN can be built up, which contains 21 input layer neurodes, 7 hidden layer nodes and 4 output layer nodes. Combining risk evaluation indices system of subway fire, the paper takes comprehensive indices of subway fire risk evaluation as target layer, takes four main classes of human factors, equipment factors, environmental factors and management factors as criteria layer, takes the 21 subclasses under the four main classes as indices layer. The method of scaling by importance level 1~9 of indices and their reciprocal is adopted to make experts score the indices of different levels [8] . Table 5 is the indices contrastive scaling table. The weight derived from experts' scoring serves as the input data of training sample, and the weighted data is fitted to expected output to make them correspond to weight one to one, with result serving as output data of training sample.
Weight Calculation Using ANP Software Yaahp. The investigation table of subway fire risk as shown in annex A is finally formed by combining importance of evaluating indices and evaluation table [9] . The experts' score is tallied and weight for each evaluating index is obtained using AHP software Yaahp according to the first part of table. In Yaahp, the risk hierarchical structure model of subway fire is established, and decision object, interlayer elements and alternatives are listed in the figure in turn. After drawing fire risk hierarchical model, Yaahp can automatically generate judgment matrix [10] . Now the expert scores influencing indices level in experts score table are filled in the corresponding positions in matrix. After data is input, the software automatically inspects the consistency of data.
The weight for each part is obtained by processing the feedback from 9 experts combining Yaahp. The obtained 9 weight values as shown in table 6 will be input into NN. In this paper, the evaluation of the subway fire risk assessment is set to four levelsV={V1, V2, V3, V4}, They are described as {security, safer, less safe, and unsafe}, And set a certain range of values for different levels. The rating scale of the subway fire risk is shown in table 7. For example, the score after weighting is 71.4, which falls in [90, 70], a safe evaluation rating. So the evaluation result from 9 groups of experts' score is as shown in table 8 The evaluation set obtained by the score of 9 groups of experts corresponds to the desired output value. The output of 9 sets of the values as the output data of the training data.
By comparing the mean square error, the mean square error value is minimum when the number of nodes is 9, so 9 is chosen as the number of hidden layer nodes. When the number of selected nodes is 9, the test sample gets the result through the neural network (-0.0314, 0.9688, 0.0239, -0.0209), .The weight derived from experts' scoring serves as the input data of training sample, and the weighted data is fitted to expected output to make them correspond to weight one to one, with result serving as output data of training sample.
The training result is as shown in Fig.1 . The error requirements are met only after training of 218 steps. 
Realization of GA -BP NN Algorithm
The initial population size of genetic algorithm is set as 50, and genetic generation quantity is selected as 100. A better optimization result with significantly improved prediction speed and precision can be obtained by optimizing NN with genetic algorithm [11] . Through prediction model, the optimized adaptive convergence procedure of objective function for NN is figured out.
The change curve of mean-square error is drawn using genetic algorithm: It is observed from the change curve of fitness function that the fitness value initially rises rapidly along a straight line, and rises slowly from about the 10th generation, then basically converges after the 40th generation, where the optima is reached. The optimization result is as follows: ωij represents weight value between input layer nodes and hidden layer nodes, θj represents the threshold of hidden layer. υjk is the connection weight value between hidden layer and output layer. φk is the threshold of output layer neuron.
The training result is as shown in Fig.5 . The error requirements are met only after training to step 145. The training result is close to expected training output value (0 1 0 0) and the value of 83.7645 obtained via weighting. The network output corresponds to risk evaluation grade score. Hence the model is usable.
The comparison of errors curves for BP NN and GA-BP NN shows that the former achieves training object when training to step 441, while the latter achieves training object when training to step 225, an improvement of 48.98% on common BP NN, indicating the genetic algorithm significantly raises training speed.
With Nanjing Subway Group Company as evaluation target for case study, the paper gets the data as shown in table 6-1 by making the subway managerial personnel fill in the scoring table for the subway security situation of Nanjing last year and through calculation using Yaahp. The data obtained is the weight for 4 main classes of human factors (A), equipment factors (B), environmental factors (C) and management factors (D) and 21 sub-factors that constitute a comprehensive evaluation model of subway fire [12] . By bringing the obtained weight into the trained fire risk evaluation NN for subway, the paper gets the output result of [0,1,0,0] (relatively safe), so the evaluation result is safe. Comparison with the result of standard security examination of last year shows that the evaluation result conforms to the conclusions obtained from the standard security examination of that year, thereby proving that this NN model is feasible to evaluate the subway fire risk. The future research will witness more accurate evaluation result and wider application to evaluation with increase of data and expanding of sample-data base in real practice, and finally an effective and reliable approach for evaluation on subway fire risk can be formed.
Conclusions
The genetic algorithm effectively improves training speed, as evidenced by comparison of the errors curves for BP NN and GA-BP NN. Presently the conventional risk evaluation methods are generally influenced by human factors and characterized by fuzzy-randomness. The ANN can process nonlinear problems and is provided with strong learning capacity, so use of ANN in conjunction with safety evaluation can solve the problems that fail to be solved by formula. The risk evaluation can ultimately be realized via computer by summarizing the data of every aspect.
